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£25.00 | October 2018 | 9781787017634 | 448 Pages | 300mm x 230mm | BC Paperback / softback | 3rd Edition

Also in this series:

The Travel Book [paperback]
A journey through every country in the world

“A bookshelf essential for gourmet travellers. Slick photography 
and pithy summaries of what to see and do (as well as eat and drink) 
make it an ideal starting point for trip planning.” 

—Olive Magazine

NEWThe Travel Atlas
The ultimate world atlas for travellers

Combining our extensive mapping history and 

destination insight and knowledge, our first 

dedicated altas makes it easy for globetrotters 

to discover the planet’s best and most exciting 

experiences, and plan upcoming adventures.   

•  Each page features regional highlights and a range of 
itineraries 

•  Packed with trip planning advice and details of when 
to visit 

•  Popular areas are presented in a more detailed, larger 
scale

£40.00 | October 2018  | 9781787016965  | 448 Pages | 345mm x 
265mm | BB Hardback  | 1st Edition
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£12.99 | July 2018 | 9781787013582 | 224 Pages | 210mm x 165mm | Flexibound | 1st Edition

Everyday Adventures 
Embrace the traveller spirit in your 
hometown

With these 50 fun and eye-opening activities, 

children and adults can experience their local area in 

a whole new way. Ideas include commuting to work 

like a tourist, exploring a town through its music, and 

swapping lives with a friend by spending a weekend 

at their house and in their shoes. 

•  We show people how to embrace the traveller 
spirit and discover a new side to where they live

•  Themes include social adventures, following 
your senses and cultural odysseys   

•  Each quest includes a case study from 
someone who’s completed it, as well as 
surprising facts and anecdotes 
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£16.99 |  September 2018 |  9781787013575 | 272 Pages | 210mm x 165mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

The Best Moment  
of Your Life
Inspirational, life-changing travel tales

NEW

Faces from the world of travel and Lonely 

Planet writers share their most memorable 

and poignant travel experiences; moments 

that shaped them as individuals and changed 

their perspective on the world. Tales include 

a Rwandan gorilla encounter, reincarnation 

on the Ganges, horse riding with Patagonian 

gauchos, and a son and mother journeying back 

to her childhood home in Alexandria.     

•  Fascinating and inspirational, with sumptuous 
photography

•  Encourages reflection on the transformative 
power of travel      

•  Advice to help readers experience each 
moment themselves
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The Solo Travel Handbook
Practical tips and inspiration for safe, 
fun and fearless travel

Packed with suggestions and advice for before and 

during any trip, The Solo Travel Handbook gives 

people the confidence and know-how to explore the 

world on their own, whether they’re planning a once-

in-a-lifetime adventure or short city break.

• Developed with Lonely Planet's expert travel writers
•  Explains how and why individual travel is such a 

valuable and rewarding experience
•  We rank the best places for food, nightlife, beaches 

and more

£12.99 | January 2018 | 9781787011335  | 168 Pages | 210mm x 
165mm | BC Paperback / softback | 1st Edition

The Honeymoon Handbook
Packed with expert planning tips, destination 
ideas and once-in-a-lifetime experiences

£12.99 | January 2017 | 9781786576200 | 160 Pages | 
210mm x 165mm | Paperback | 1st Edition

NEW
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£9.99 | October 2018 | 9781787017665 | 208 Pages | 180mm x 145mm | BC Paperback / softback | 14th Edition

Lonely Planet’s  
Best in Travel 2019
The best trends and destinations for the 
year ahead

NEW

It’s back: our agenda-setting compilation 

of the hottest destinations in the world. Our 

staff, authors and online community have 

travelled to every corner of the world and 

we’ve distilled their adventures down to the 

most outstanding, underrated and overlooked 

places – and tell readers why to go right now. 

•  We rank the top ten countries, regions and 
cities around the world

•  Practical itineraries and unmissable 
experiences for each destination

•  Inspires travellers to leave the ordinary and the 
crowds behind©
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Epic Hikes of the World
Explore the planet’s most thrilling treks

With stories of 50 incredible hiking routes in 30 

countries, from New Zealand to Peru, plus a further 

150 suggestions, this follow-up to Epic Rides and Epic 

Drives will inspire a lifetime of adventure on foot. From 

one-day jaunts and urban trails to month-long thru-

hikes, cultural rambles and mountain expeditions, each 

journey shares one defining feature: being truly epic.

•  Enjoyable and engaging first-person accounts of each hike
•  Insights into local history and culture from across the globe
•  Advice on how to get there, where to stay and what to pack

£24.99 | August 2018 | 9781787014176 | 328 Pages | 260mm x 
200mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

NEW

Epic Drives of the World 
£24.99 | August 2017 | 9781786578648 | 328 Pages | 
260mm x 220mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Epic Bike Rides of the World
£24.99 | August 2016 | 9781760340834 | 328 Pages | 
260mm x 200mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Also in the series:
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£19.99 | October 2018 | 9781787014305 | 304 Pages | 240mm x 185mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

Amazing Train Journeys 
60 unforgettable railway adventures

NEW

A beautiful and informative guide to 60 of the 

world’s greatest train journeys. We include 

classic long-distance trips like Western 

Canada’s Rocky Mountaineer and Darwin to 

Adelaide’s The Ghan, to little-known gems on 

regular commuting lines, plus planning advice 

to make each journey a reality. 

•  Includes practical information like ticket 
options, timetables and stops

•  Full of inspiring photos and illustrated, colour 
route maps throughout

•  Combines route details with tips on what to 
pack and how to get there
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£14.99 | November 2018 | 9781787018488 | 256 Pages | 200mm x 200mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

The Vanlife Companion
An essential guide to vanlife

NEW

This practical and inspiring guide taps into 

the global #vanlife phenomenon. The first half 

explains how to customise a van, with case 

studies and pictorial how-tos for sleeping, 

cooking and storage, as well as advice on 

staying safe, saving money and where to stay 

legally. Part two introduces great road trips 

around the world, complete with maps, photos 

and authoritative commentary. 

• Features 20 classic, must-drive campervan routes
•  Expert advice, tips and guidance from our travel 

experts
•  Includes accounts from #vanlife social media 

personalities 
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Amazing Architecture:  
A spotter's guide
Discover the world’s coolest constructions 

The next in our Spotter’s Guide series reveals 120 of 

the world’s great human constructions and where 

to find them, from cloud-piercing skyscrapers and 

ancient sites to classic buildings and contemporary 

designs. It’s a fun and fascinating introduction to the 

sublime, the strange and everything in between.      

• Features over 100 incredible sights
• Packed with facts, maps and photos
• Readers can tick off what they've seen

£7.99 | April 2018 | 9781787013421 | 128 Pages | 180mm x 
180mm | BC Paperback / softback | 1st Edition

Film & TV Locations: A spotter's guide
£7.99 | April 2017 | 9781786577603 | 128 Pages | 180mm x 
180mm | Paperback with 90mm flaps | 1st Edition

Toilets: A spotter's guide
£7.99 | April 2016 | 9781760340667 | 128 Pages | 180mm 
x 180mm | Paperback with 90mm flaps | 1st Edition

Also in the series:

NEW
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£7.99 | November 2018 | 9781787018099 | 64 Pages | 176mm x 220mm | BC Paperback / softback | 1st Edition

Spotter's World 
A photographic search and find

NEW

Eyes peeled! This is the photographic 

equivalent of hunting for a needle in a 

haystack. Crowded beaches, packed 

Vietnamese football stadiums, hot air balloon 

festivals – these are among the busy and 

beautiful scenes adults and children will 

explore as they hunt for hidden and hard-to-

spot items.

•  Accompanying text introduces readers to each 
destination

•  A great way to discover and learn about different 
places

•  Perfect for family trips, Sunday afternoons and 
rainy days
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£12.99 | November 2018 | 9781787016972 | 240 Pages | 210mm x 165mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Wellness Escapes 
Our favourite retreats for mind, body 
and soul

NEW

We present the world’s most energising, 

inspiring and relaxing wellbeing retreats. From 

yoga and Tai Chi to meditation, mindfulness 

and creative writing, these are some of the best 

retreats and spas around the world to help 

replenish the mind, body and soul. Inspiring 

photography is accompanied with contact 

details to make booking easy.

•  Organised into themes: Calm, Active, Healthy, 
Inspired, Spoiled 

•  Wellness authors reveal the health benefits of 
each activity

•  Travel advice and trip planning tools to make 
them happen©
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£14.99 | May 2018 | 160 Pages | 176mm x 220mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

PhotoCity London | 9781787013438 PhotoCity New York | 9781787013445 PhotoCity Paris | 9781787013452

PhotoCity
One photographer.  
One complete picture. 

This new series of photobooks depicts 24 hours 

in the life of three of the world’s most iconic cities. 

From before sunrise to after sunset, from famous 

landmarks to lesser-known neighbourhoods, 

these celebrations of urban communities are 

packed with local insights and visual stories to 

showcase what makes each city truly great.       

•  Short, insightful commentary accompanies each 
photo

•  The perfect souvenir for people who love these 
cities

•  A great introduction for those planning on 
making a trip

NEW NEW NEW
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£19.99 | April 2018 | 320 Pages | 200mm x 260mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

Experience Guides 
For richer, more rewarding experiences

This new series has been created to help lovers of 

Americana and la bella vita discover the best, most 

authentic travel experiences. Through their beautiful, 

photo-rich pages, we shine a spotlight on the people, 

places, culture, food and history that continually 

shape these extraordinary countries.

•  Over 90 amazing experiences stretching across each 
nation

•  Multiple ways to navigate: thematically, geographically 
or by interest

•  Hundreds of stunning photographs

NEW

NEW

Experience Italy | 9781787013315

Experience USA | 9781787013322
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£19.99 | May 2018 | 9781787014299 | 272 Pages | 240mm x 185mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

Explore the Americas 
Discover 60 fantastic travel experiences

We present 60 of the most exciting and diverse travel 

experiences across North, Central and South America. With 

themes including great escapes, thrilling adventures, voyages 

of discovery and man-made and natural wonders, readers will 

discover everything from epic road trips and mountain hikes, to 

romantic getaways and cultural tours. 

NEWA-Z of Wildlife Watching 
An alphabetical spotter’s guide

This visually lavish coffee table book is packed with 

the most extraordinary and fascinating animals to 

see in the wild, from African elephants and Sumatran 

tigers to aardvarks and butterflies. Alongside a 

detailed description of each creature’s habits and 

characteristics, we explain where best to find them 

and how to increase the chances of an encounter.  

•  Full of stunning photos and authoritative text 
•  Designed for both novices and enthusiasts 
•  Readers can mark off what they’ve seen 

£19.99 | September 2018 | 9781787014312 | 304 Pages | 200mm 
x 260mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

NEW
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£9.99 | March 2018 | 9781787013414 | 96 Pages | 297mm x 210mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

City Mazes 
Perfect for puzzle fans who love to 
travel

City Mazes is an engaging and challenging way to 

explore some of the world’s most famous urban 

destinations. Alongside visiting famous sights like 

the Eiffel Tower and Empire State Building, each 

maze takes readers off the beaten track to discover 

hidden gems, flea markets, galleries, unusual shops, 

restaurants and more.

• Designed for older children and adults
• Packed with trip ideas and inspiration
•  Fully illustrated and geographically 

accurate 

NEW
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£9.99 | September 2018 | 128 Pages | 195mm x 145mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

Brick City - London | 9781787018037 Brick City - New York | 9781787018013 Brick City - Paris | 9781787018051

Brick City
Colourful and clever creations

Children and adults can discover the cities of New York, London and Paris constructed in LEGO®, with 

famous landmarks and icons like the Empire State Building, Houses of Parliament and Eiffel Tower 

recreated in amazing detail by top brick artists. Also includes 20 quick-build projects for readers to 

construct their own icons, such as an underground train, Tour de France cyclist and hot dog stand. 

•  Each book is packed with facts, stories and insights 
•  Perfect for anyone who loves each city or dreams of visiting
•  A fun and exciting way to bring each destination to life

NEW NEW NEW

COVER NOT FINALCOVER NOT FINAL COVER NOT FINAL
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How to Pack for Any Trip
Take just what you need, whether you’re visiting Manhattan or Mandalay
£7.99 | July 2016 | 9781760340759 | 160 Pages | 95mm x 165mm | Flexibound | 1st Edition

Travel With Dogs
Essential advice and tips for travelling with your pet
£7.99 | August 2016 | 9781760340674 | 128 Pages | 95mm x 165mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Just Point
A visual dictionary for the discerning globetrotter
£7.99 | April 2016 | 9781760340636 | 60mm x 150mm | 40 cards held together with a metal 
screw, stored in a small slipcase | 1st Edition

NEW
Packing List
80 tear-off prompts for every type of trip

Camera? Check. Socks? Yup. Sunscreen? Sorted. 

From beach getaways and city breaks to adventure 

travel and winter sports, this handy addition to our 

stationery range ensures nothing ever gets left 

behind again.  

• 80 tear-off sheets with suggested items to tick off
• Individual trip themes are colour-coded for easy access
•  Includes everything from essentials to gadgets and 

clothes

£4.99 incl. VAT, £4.26 excl. VAT | May 2018 | 9781787017269 | 88 
Pages | 165mm x 95mm | BC Paperback / softback | 1st Edition
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More weekends away and day trips for wine lovers

In these regional follow-ups to our original Wine Trails, we 

explore 80 more perfect weekends in wine country, introducing 

secret gems in places such as the Clare Valley, Margaret River, 

Marlborough, Paso Robles, Finger Lakes and Okanagan. There are 

40 new trails in each book, with existing ones revised and updated.  

•  In-the-know regional wine experts guide readers through each 
destination

• Winemakers offer personal insights into what wines to taste
• Features detailed itineraries and the best places to stay

Wine Trails - Australia  
& New Zealand 
9781787017696 | £15.99 | September 2018 | 272 Pages | 240mm x 185mm | BB 
Hardback | 1st Edition

Wine Trails - USA & Canada 
9781787017702 | £15.99 | September 2018 | 272 Pages | 240mm x 185mm | BB 
Hardback | 1st Edition

NEW

NEW

Culture trails
52 perfect weekends for culture lovers
£19.99 | October 2017 | 9781786579683 | 304 Pages | 
240mm x 185mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Food Trails
£19.99 | October 2016 | 9781786571304 | 304 Pages | 
240mm x 185mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Wine Trails
£19.99 | October 2015 | 9781743607503 | 304 Pages | 
240mm x 185mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

Also in the series:
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£24.99 | August 2018 | 9781787014213 | 320 Pages | 270mm x 230mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

Lonely Planet's  
Ultimate Eatlist
The world’s top 500 food experiences – 
ranked

For the follow-up to our bestselling Ultimate Travelist, 

we asked the planet’s best chefs and food writers, 

as well as our food-obsessed authors, for their most 

delicious and thrilling gastronomic encounters. The 

result is a journey to Mozambique for piri-piri chicken, 

Japan for bullet train bento boxes, San Sebastian 

pintxos bars, and a further 497 of the most exciting 

eateries anywhere on Earth.  

•  A must-own bucket list for foodies and those 
who love to travel

•  Our writers and famous guests share their 
greatest experiences 

•  Includes how to get there and recommendations 
on local sights

*Please note this book is under strict global 
embargo until Tuesday 14 August 2018

NEW
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Global Coffee Tour
150 coffee experiences from over 35 countries

The follow-up to our hugely popular Global Beer Tour 

explores the world’s finest coffee experiences, from 

its birthplace in East Africa to modern-day Cuba, 

the United States, Australia, New Zealand, the UK 

and beyond. It includes legendary espresso bars, 

plantation tours, urban roasteries and must-visit 

cafes, as well as illustrated spreads on roasting coffee, 

festivals, cocktails, brewing techniques and more. 

•  The definitive, must-own guide to the world’s best coffee
•  Each destination has an itinerary with local sights and 

activities
•  Packed with gorgeous photos of coffee houses the 

world over

£14.99 | May 2018 | 9781787013599 | 272 Pages | 210mm x 
165mm | BB Hardback | 1st Edition

Global Beer Tour 
The world’s best breweries: where to find them 
and what to drink

£14.99 | May 2017 | 9781786577955 | 272 Pages | 210mm 
x 165mm | Hardback | 1st Edition

NEW
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Also in this series:

The World's Best Spicy Food
£9.99 | March 2017 | 9781786574015 | 224 Pages | 180mm x 145mm | Paperback | 2nd 
Edition
The World's Best Superfoods
£9.99 | March 2017 | 9781786574022 | 208 Pages | 180mm x 145mm | Paperback | 1st 
Edition
The World's Best Street Food
£9.99 | March 2016 | 9781760340650 | 224 Pages | 180mm x 145mm | Paperback | 1st 
Edition
The World's Best Drinks
£9.99 | March 2016 | 9781760340612 | 208 Pages | 180mm x 145mm | Paperback | 1st 
Edition

NEWThe World's  
Best Bowl Food
Authentic recipes, amazing flavours

Hearty and healthy, bowl food is very hip right now. 

We’ve selected 100 of the most authentic and 

delicious dishes from around the world and tell 

readers how to make them. From Vietnamese pho 

and New England chowder to Persian salads and 

Welsh broth, these meals speak the international 

language of comfort. 

• 100 mouthwatering recipes to recreate 
• Beautiful, full-colour images throughout
• Includes the history and origin of each dish

£9.99 | March 2018 | 9781787012653 | 224 Pages | 180mm x 
145mm | BC Paperback / softback | 1st Edition
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£19.99 | 240mm x 185mm | Hardback | 1st Editions

From the Source: France 
August 2017 | 9781786577948 | 272 Pages

From the Source: Mexico 
August 2017 | 9781786578938 | 288 Pages

From the Source: Spain
Sept 2016 | 9781760340766 | 272 Pages

From the Source: Japan
Sept 2016 | 9781760342982 | 272 Pages

From the Source: Italy
August 2015 | 9781743607619 | 272 Pages

From the Source: Thailand
August 2015 | 9781743607633 | 272 Pages

From the Source
Authentic recipes from the people that know them best

From street food stalls and local bistros, to cutting-edge kitchens and family-run restaurants, our From the 

Source series showcases some of the world’s best local chefs, each sharing their passion for food through 

their favourite regional dishes.   

• Each cookbook features 60 delicious and authentic recipes
• Original, appetite-whetting photography throughout 
• Captures the aromas and tastes of traditional world cuisine



Be proud of Ireland  
with these great titles from Lonely Planet 


